YOUR BENEFIT

- excellent training by internationally renowned experts.
- transparent career planning through recurrent course schedule.
- qualification on an internationally competitive level.
- equal opportunities as course conditions are independent from your home universities.
- a superb environment for networking.
- fair and reasonable course fees:
  - 570 Euro for association members,
  - 690 Euro for non-members.

Benefit from our special offer: VHB-ProDok course and young researchers' membership at 600 Euro!

TAYLOR-MADE SEMINARS FOR BUSINESS RESEARCH PHD STUDENTS

VHB-PRODOK OPTIONS

- specific courses focusing on one of the six departments' research areas: Accounting, Finance, Management, Marketing, Operations, Business Information Systems and Engineering, or
- comprehensive courses that deal with more general theoretical or methodological questions in business research.

PARTICIPATE

Each VHB-ProDok course is four days long, courses taking place at diverse venues in the DACH region. The number of participants is up to 20. Course fees include course materials, coffee breaks and lunch. Successful participants earn 6 ECTS.